Human cell clones, RSa and UVr-1, differing in their capability for UV-induced virus reactivation and phenotypic mutation.
UVr-1 is a human cell clone established as a variant with increased resistance to cell killing by ultraviolet light (UV, principally 254 nm wavelength) from a UV-sensitive cell clone, RSa. Both cells have been characterized to have much the same capacity of UV-induced DNA repair synthesis in whole cells, and the parent RSa cells were recently found to be hypermutable. In the present study UVr-1 cells were characterized in comparison RSa cells with respect to UV-induced virus reactivation and phenotypic mutation. Survival levels of UV-irradiated vaccinia virus and herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) were much the same in logarithmically proliferating UVr-1 and RSa cells. Correlated with these host cell reactivation levels, the same extent of UV-induced DNA repair replication synthesis was observed in isolated nuclei of the two cell clones. Enhancement of survival levels of UV-irradiated HSV-1 was detected when proliferating RSa cells were irradiated with UV prior to the virus infection. In contrast, this enhanced virus reactivation (EVR) was not detected in similarly irradiated and infected UVr-1 cells. As for phenotypic mutation frequencies assessed by the cloning efficiency of cells with increased resistance to ouabain cell killing (OuaR), OuaR mutants were not obtained from UVr-1 cells either with or without UV irradiation. When the proliferation of cells was synchronized, both EVR and OuaR mutations were detected in RSa cells irradiated with UV at any cell cycle phase, being greatest in the later half of the G1 phase. However, there was no detectable EVR or mutation in any phase of synchronous UVr-1 cells. The hypomutability of UVr-1 cells and hypermutability of RSa cells in a G1 cell cycle phase was also found even if 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide was used as a mutagen or mutant cells with increased resistance to 6-thioguanine cell killing were estimated.